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**Abstract**

This paper attempts to draw connections between the extensive literature on leadership in schools and the research on Information Communication Technology (ICT) integration. The integration of technologies for teaching and learning has affected the traditional roles and responsibilities of educational leaders. It seems that using ICT in education seeks fundamental reform and change in traditional instructional programs. Principals are the on-site educational leaders who shape and communicate visions of teaching and learning within their schools, and by their action or inaction influence school activity. Therefore, knowledge of how principals effectively manage staff and student use of computers is essential. This paper will distinguish how educational leaders impact on the different levels of ICT integration in school. Also, it will be argued that leadership for cohesive ICT integration requires an appreciation and consideration of the influencing factors on ICT integration and their subsequent alignment. In addition, the need for further research into the role and responsibilities of educational leadership in the integration of ICTs will be highlighted. The conclusions outline implications for school principals and information system practitioners.

**Introduction**

The introduction of ICT would be a central component leading to a transformation in schools. This belief that ICT can play a key role in reforming education systems is reflected in similar agendas elsewhere in much of the industrialized world (e.g., DFEE, UK, 1997; MOE, Singapore, 2000; DE, Victoria, 1998; MOE, Research, and Church Affairs, Norway, 2000). These reform agendas are all concerned with the adoption and use of ICT in schools to increase learning opportunities and student motivation and achievement. These policies state that the introduction of ICT into educational environments will accelerate change and ultimately improve student learning.

In fact, ICT reforms require consideration of issues such as budgeting, staffing, resourcing and training; these are not uncommon considerations for other reforms. In addition, consideration of other issues such as building and managing infrastructures, networks, intranets, boards, managing large amounts of information, developing skills and strategies to support the creation of knowledge and utilization of ICTs, keeping up with the new technology and the related terminology are necessary. These can all be addressed in educational settings by building ICT capacities. In conjunction with building ICT capacity, there is a need to devise strategies to deal with resistance to change, coping with continuous change, and providing support structures in change rich environments in
order to sustain reforms. These aspects can be addressed in educational settings by building change capacities. Moreover, exploring leadership structures that compliment transformative ICT integration will also be valuable. Redefining roles and expectations, and exploring options for relevant ongoing professional development for leaders are all aspects that can be addressed in the building of Leadership Capacity. In fact, educational leader have a major responsibility for initiating and implementing school change through the use of information and communication technology and can facilitate complex decision to integrate it into learning, teaching and school administration (Schiller, 2003). So, this article will show that school leaders can have a significant impact on the integration of ICT into pedagogical practice and, in turn, on student learning.

**Approaches that principals use to integrate ICT in school**

In schools, the teachers should provide behavioral changes in the students. The teachers are expected to integrate their lessons with ICT in order to train the individuals of an information society. A number of studies were conducted to explore the relationship between ICT and the teacher (Moseley et al. 1999; Salamon 2000; McCannon & Crews 2000; Morales et al. 2000; Fluck 2001; Zhao & Cziko, 2001; Granger et al. 2002; Ainley et al. 2002; Demetriadis et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2004; Ruthven et al. 2004; Mooij, 2004). The findings of these studies revealed that although schools are focusing on ICT, the emphasis has often been on providing resources and not the pedagogies that will ensure the survival of the reform over the long term. In relation to the implementation of ICT, not only staffs need operate them, but also they must have an understanding of the pedagogy required to use them and to meet teaching and learning needs (Tearle 2004). According to Fullan (1998), successfully implemented reforms require leaders to participate as active learners in dynamic changing environments. Hence, educational leaders can have a major impact on the success, coherence and sustainability of the change process. They must manage issues related to technology and the educational community (Jacobsen & Hunter, 2002).

In a study of 18 schools in Hong Kong which introduced ICT across the curriculum, the way the technology was used, its impact on learning and teaching, “bore no relationship with the technology infrastructure or technical skills level of the teachers. Instead, it was very much determined by the vision and understanding of the school principal and the prevalent school culture.” (Pelgrum & Law, 2003, p. 62). Leading change is therefore a key challenge for principals to face as the key agents of change.

Yuen (2000) categorized schools which enthusiastically adopted ICT into teaching and learning into three predominant models of technology adoption. The models differed according to particular critical characteristics shown in the integration process: he named them ‘technological adoption’; ‘catalytic integration’ and ‘cultural integration’ models. In the ‘technological adoption’ model school, the principal and the majority of staff viewed ICT as a tool to improve existing teaching practices, and increase efficiencies and student IT skills. The key obstacles to implementation in these schools are gaining the right hardware and software technology and developing the right infrastructure and curriculum resource materials. Yuen noted that in these schools, the impact of technology on
teaching and student practices was minimal. The technology just confirmed existing presentations, predominantly through PowerPoint. (Lam & Lee, 2000)

Schools that were characterized as ‘catalytic integration’ tended to have ‘visionary leadership’ and a history of continuous educational reform through engaging teachers in a learning process. In these schools, teachers are seen as members of a ‘learning organization’ (Senge, et al., 2000). Principals in these schools view ICT as an opportunity to affect change through educational reform. ICT use was deliberate and designed as an integral part of the curriculum, consistent with the school ethos. The key focus in these schools was teacher development with strong support for curriculum leadership and development. These schools showed more student centered work, more innovative teacher practices, and were more likely to adopt innovative pedagogical practices such as collaborative problem-based learning tasks and projects. The school principal is the key agent of change, who has a clear vision and implementation strategy for ICT with the main elements being staff development focusing on curriculum tailoring and pedagogic innovation. In these schools, ICT helped advance curriculum reform initiatives already underway. The challenges for teacher in ‘catalytic integration’ schools are to rethink their attitudes, beliefs and understandings held about their roles as educators and to re-conceptualize their understanding of schooling and society.

The ‘cultural integration’ model schools (Law, 2000) had a strong and distinctive school culture and a long history of supporting student-led initiatives. These schools had long established support for student-initiated work that aligned with the school ethos of self-actualization and lifelong learning. ICT in these schools was perceived mainly as an opportunity to provide a very powerful tool to support the empowerment of students and teachers. These schools had a long history of supporting individual choices. The teachers and students were not required to learn technical skills to use ICT. Rather, ICT adoption was encouraged through existing channels across the schools. In these schools, a wide range of ICT adoption was found from expository teacher-centered teaching to more student-centered social constructivist and collaboration work as well as using ICT as a cognitive tool. In fact in these schools rather than the school staff leading technical training, it was the student organizations that ran courses for fellow students to improve their ICT literacy skills. Schools adopting the cultural integration model used ICT to help promote the school vision and mission, though in many different ways. The differences lie in the different educational values and emphasis that are deeply rooted in the rich tradition and history of the schools in the study. Schools without such established traditions and culture would find it extremely difficult to integrate ICT into the curriculum in the same way that these schools do.

On the other hand, DEST (2002) categorized schools according to their levels of ICT integration. They are as follows:

Type A: Encouraging the acquisition of ICT skills as an end themselves;
Type B: Using ICTs to enhance students’ abilities within the existing curriculum;
Type C: Introducing ICTs as an integral component of broader curricular reforms that are changing not only how learning occurs but what is learned;

Type D: Introducing ICTs as an integral component of the reforms that alter the organization and structure of schooling itself.

Many learning communities have accepted ICT at Type A or Type B level. Integration of ICTs at these levels has very little impact on curriculum frameworks and pedagogies. Type C and Type D level of integration differs in that it challenges learning communities at all levels to initiate and sustain reforms that not only modify but create new understandings, policies, structures and pedagogies that enable the potential of ICTs to be fully utilized. Emerging information technologies enable a shift from the transfer and assimilation of information to the creation, sharing, and mastery of knowledge (Dede, 1999). The implications for learning and teaching at this level need to be clarified and the values and beliefs that underpin educational practices need to be explored and challenged. This shift in thinking and approach may further contribute to the alignment of learning and teaching pedagogies so that the needs of learning communities can more adequately be addressed and catered for. Educational leaders need to acknowledge that in a dynamic climate training is essential if the change is to remain sustainable. Continuous learning at all levels within the community is important to help deal with the demands of evolving change (NCSL, 2001). Therefore, professional development programs that target the needs of the school community are essential if ICTs are to have a meaningful impact on learning (OECD, 2001).

Educational leaders are under increasing pressure to react to and manage issues related to technology and the educational community (Jacobsen & Hunter, 2002). They will spearhead the processes of identifying the changes that are needed in their local contexts, engaging their respective communities in the change process and carrying through the adjustments that are needed (DETYA, 2001). Thus, school leaders play an important role in establishing technology as a part of school culture (Anderson & Dexter, 2000).

In fact, leadership and ICT integration are multifaceted, complex processes that often require the questioning of practices and beliefs, the building of capacities and support networks that will assist the learning community make the transition to Type C and D (DEST, 2001) ICT integration. Educational leaders have to make decisions about both professional development opportunities for teachers and the acquisition of technology resources (Jacobson & Hunter 2003). Support for educational leaders is required to help ensure the success of ICT integration at Level C &D and the progress of school cultures in which expectations are clearly defined, and a commitment to change is made. Hence, the successful adoption of ICT to improve student learning requires effective leadership and planning (MCEETYA, 2005). Leaders need to be aware and capable of addressing associated issues competently and confidently.

In response to this question why some schools were more successful than others at implementing ICT. Hall, Rutherford, Hord, and Huling (1984) reported that principals
used different styles to implement changes such as ICT in the school. They classified these styles as **initiator**, **manager**, and **responder**. **Initiator** principals publicly demonstrated a strongly held vision of where their schools were heading and what was best for students. They had high expectations of their staff, and they made these expectations clear through many forms of communication. **Manager** Principals focused on the administrative aspects of the school to ensure that it was well-organized and efficient. They tended to resist change until all components of the change were ready for implementation. **Responder** principals focused on current concerns of the staff and the school community without looking at the "bigger picture." They tended not to intervene as much as their counterparts. In simplistic terms, initiator principals "made it happen," managers "helped it happen," and responders "let it happen." This is supported by Schiller (1991) who applied the work of Hall et al. to the realm of computer education (Schiller, 1991). He found that principals who exhibited an initiator or a manager style were more likely to be successful in implementing computer education on their campuses because they were able to identify long-term goals, implement strategies for computer education, and devise specific day-to-day tactics to accomplish them. Moreover they could persuade their staffs to accept computer education as a priority. Schiller (1991) added that initiator principals expected all teachers to become computer users in their classrooms. They stressed classroom applications of technology during staff meetings, organized staff training, ensured adequate time and resources for in-class computer use, and monitored every teacher's progress by reviewing instruction plans and other written materials. Hence, initiator principals spent time in the classrooms, observing and talking with pupils and teachers as they used computers. They not only stressed staff participation in the process, but also sought parental involvement and support through parent workshops and meetings.

These results show that the actions, attitudes and visions of leaders and administrators have the potential to greatly impact and influence the integration of innovations. Administrators who implement technology effectively in their schools and communities will contribute greatly to both education and the economy in the twenty-first century (Slowinski, 2000). Therefore, leaders need to have access to training programs, frequent practical experience and support structures that will enable them to develop the understandings, skills and resources that will lead to appropriate positive reform in their school setting.

**Conclusion**

Principals have a key role to play in the facilitation of educational change. At a time when information and communication technologies are being integrated into the classroom as learning tools, and when teachers are being asked to incorporate technology into their teaching practices, principals who demonstrate an initiator style are more likely to achieve success in their schools. By taking an active approach to innovation, principals can foster an environment in which such innovation has greater benefits for their staff and students. Generally, some of the influencing factors that may impact on the success of the ICT integration process, including the building of ICT capacity, is the level of understanding leaders of: related ICT pedagogies, the future role of ICT in education, and their own efficacy in utilizing ICTs. This reinforces the need for policy makers and
educational leaders to have access to current, relevant data that can provide insights into attitudes towards ICT and possibly also expose stages of progression in ICT integration in the different contexts, at the individual, school and systemic level. Hence, it is essential for educational leaders to have the understanding and the skills both pedagogically and technically. Leaders need to present a coordinated, aligned and holistic approach to building relationships, capacities and competencies that will support and guide learning communities to confidently and coherently integrate and utilize ICTs in the 21st century. Therefore, this information is valuable particularly for those planning and organizing training and development programs and for those responsible for the allocation of ICT budgets. It also highlights the importance of providing accessible support structures for educational leaders not only at the initial phase of ICT integration, but throughout the process.
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